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Multiply

Schemes and Shuffling
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Abstract.

Multiply schemes are used as a model of a linear congruential
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scheme.
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1. Introduction. Multiply schemes have been suggested as an idealized model of
linear congruential schemes ([1] and [2]) and have also been of interest in number
theory. It has been suggested that the properties of linear congruential schemes as
pseudo-random number generators might be improved by shuffling (see [4] and [3] ).
The asymptotic frequencies of pairs and triples from multiply schemes with a uniform
initial distribution are obtained and it is shown how the asymptotic distribution of pairs
is improved by a shuffling scheme. From a practical point of view such results are only
suggestive since they hold for "almost every initial choice" (with respect to the uniform

distribution) in an idealized model.
2. Multiply Schemes. We first consider the sequence

0)

xn+x=Nxn

modulo 1,

« = 0,1,2,...,

with N > 1 an integer. This can be considered an idealized model of the linear congruential scheme since it assumes unlimited accuracy in that xn can be any real number
0 < xn < 1. Also, the uniform measure on [0, 1] is an invariant measure with respect
to the transformation y = Nx modulo one, and we shall take x0 with that initial distribution. Let
„K

.r

(2)

i[xn <u0,...

,

,

,x„+k

<uk]

.

(l

ifx„<«0>.

.. ,xn + k<uk,

(0

otherwise.

=<

We are interested in the asymptotic behavior as « —►°° of the relative frequencies
j*~i

-E

i[Xf<u0>Xj+1 <",],

7=1

(2")

jn-2

- £

i[x¡ < u0, x/+1 < ux, x+2

< u2],

and seeing how this deviates from what one requires of a scheme ideally simulating

random numbers, that is, u0ux and u0uxu2, respectively, where 0 < u¡ < 1.
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The ergodicity of (1) with invariant uniform measure (for x0) implies the existence

of "time averages" and the equality of "time averages" with "space averages." This
yields the old result on equidistribution that

(3)

liml-t

*[*,<„]=„

for almost every initial value x0, 0 < u < 1. The same type of argument can be used
to determine the asymptotic behavior of (2') and (2"). We first consider (2') in the
following lemma.
Lemma 1. Consider the sequence (1) with initial uniform distribution for x0.

Then, z/0<a,
(a\
(4)

2>< 1,
u ^r
„i™ - £

<^ u
i[x, < a, xj+ x<b]=

[Afr] , , min({JVa},b)
^b
+ —^-L

for almost every initial value x0, where [u] is the greatest integer less than or equal to
u and {«} = «-[«].

From the remarks made earlier, the ergodicity of the sequence implies that the
limit (4) exists for almost every initial value and is equal to the space average. The
space average is
(5)

J0<x0<ia;0<{Nx0}<b

°'

Let a = k/N + a/N with k an integer, 0 < k < TV,and 0 < a < 1. Then 0 < x0 < a,
0 < {Nx0} < b if and only if

j/N<x0<(j

+ b)lN,

/ = 0, 1, ...,k-l,

or

k/N <x0<(k

+ min(a, b))/N.

Thus (5) equals

(k/N)b + (minfa, b))/N,
and we have the desired result. Notice that the deviation from what one would expect

in the case of independence is of magnitude 0(l/N). The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary
1. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1

rvr.
(6>

v l"5r.i
<r
*-n
„i™ - Z i[Xj < a, xj+m <b]=

f/V^fll, , min({7Vma},b)
^
b + —^-L,

0 < a, b<*\,for almost every initial value x0.
A similar but somewhat more elaborate argument will now be given to obtain the
following result on the asymptotic behavior of 3-tuples.
Theorem 1. Consider the sequence (1) with uniform distribution for x0. Let

0 < u, v, w < 1 with
(?)

"=^

ux

u2

+ ^+^'

a

vi

U = ^+#-

8
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where ux = 0, 1,. .. ,N* - 1, u2 = 0, 1, . . . ,Nb - 1, vx = 0, 1, . . . ,JV*- 1,
0 < a, ß, y < 1 a«(i a, Z>are positive integers. Then
i n—a—o
n—a—b

1™, -" ;=1
Z
"--

»I*/ < "' xj+a < v>xj+a + b < wl

_uxvxy

| min(u2,vxyy |

»«J + 6

A7a+ 0

mintf, 7)
1

tyü + Ö

(8)

/or almost every initial value x0, where

!1

h(

ifu<v,

0 otherwist
otherwise.
The broad outlines of the argument are those of Lemma 1. The space average is

f
(9)

dx

Jo<x0<u;0<{Nax0}=xa<v,0<{N°{Nax0}}=xa

+ b<w

°'

First 0 < xa < v, 0 < xa+b < w if and only if xa is in

(10)

"uïi^

/=o V^V6TV*

or

' vx vx + rnin(/3,7)

(11)

TV*'

/V*

Consider one of the intervals (j/Nb,_ (j + 7)/7V*) = 7;-, 0 < / < vx. Now 0 < x0 < u,
xa G I- for some 7 with 0 < 7 < vx when

' k ,

(i2)
(13)

7

* , 7+ 7

xo6ky0u+A^'^v-/'
/«.

7

u,

i + y\

Xne(^
-L- ^l4 +
coe \A^
4 +
+ A^+ö
~^'
+ LU'
~li
if 0 </ < a2 - 1, u. - 1,
A^ Na+bJ

and
(u.

«,

w,

¿+^+

if 7 = u2 <vx.

u2+

min(a, 7)
^,

The total contributions from (12), (13), and (14), respectively, to the

space average are

uxvxy min(u2, vxry
-,-:flü + b

jya+b

and

min(ot, 7)

h(Uj,v.)-——.
K 2' V rf+b
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Now we have to determine when 0 < x0 < u,

/\

vx + min(j3,7) \

This will happen if

(15)

xte'uf^q
°

.

fc=o\^

(«i
TV

(17)

üi
N"+b

J^
0

A^+ftV
«i
N*

a*+*

/

"i + min(j3,7) \
Na + b
)

+ j^ux

\A^

^mmo^A

2

*

+ vx+rnin(aß,y)\

A* + fc N°

Na + b

)

if «2 = vx. The contributions to the space average from (15), (16), and (17), respectively,
are
"i
—

. in ,
mm(ß,y),

u,
^ min(j3,7)
h(vx, u2) -^-

and

8(u2 - vx)

min(a, )3,7)
^+&
.

The proof of the theorem is complete. Notice that here the deviation from what might
be expected in the case of independence is 0(N~mm^a,b^).
3. Shuffling. We now consider constructing a scheme that is an idealization of

what is done in shuffling. Let
(18)

xn+x =Nxn

modulo 1,

y„ + i=Nyn

modulo 1,

with « = ■•-,-1,0,

1.Assume
that x0 and y0 are uniformly distributed on
[0, 1]. It has already been noted that the uniform distribution is invariant under one
transformation (1). Further let the joint distribution of x0 and v0 be the product
distribution so that the sequences {x„} and {y„} are independent. Set up a "table"
with M locations

(19)

«„(•)={«„</);/ -0,l,...,Af-l},

and if

(20)

>'„+,G//=[7/M,

(j+\)IM),

set
(21)

an + x(k) = an(k)

if**/,

an + x(]) = xn + x,

and

(22)

z„ + i =«„(/')•

We assume that both N, M are large but that N is much larger than M is. The scheme
{x„, y„, fl„(*)>z„; « = ■• • , -1, 0, 1, . . . } we shall refer to as a "shuffling" scheme.
The object of this section is to see in what way the sequence {zn} (at least for pairs
zn, zn+x) simulates what one expects from a random-number sequence and contrasts
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with what was obtained in the last section for the sequence {x„}. The following two
lemmas are immediate.

Lemma 2. Given any invariant distribution v for (x0, y0) under (18), there is a
corresponding invariant distribution for the "shuffling" scheme {xn, y„, an(-), zn] under
(20), (21), and (22) with the given distribution v the marginal distribution for (x0, v0).
Lemma 3. Consider the stationary "shuffling" scheme {xn, yn, an(-), zn) with
x0, y0 independent and uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Then zn is uniformly dis-

tributed on [0, 1].
Let
Aa = {^»»^»-l^»-,2e/a}»
Ba,ßj

-

{yn G/a.^«-i

Eiß>yn-2>yn-3>

—yn-j-i

(23)

£'«.

^;

^26^V,-3GV'
ca,ßj - iyn GI*>yn-i

EIß>yn-2>yn-3>

■ ■■>y„-t-i

$ia>fy

>'»-/-2e/(3.^n-7-3G/JA few simple estimates lead to the following result.

Lemma 4. Let m be the measure of the stationary "shuffling" scheme {xn, yn,
an(-), zn) with x0, y0 independent and uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. 77ie«

(24)

m(A)<(1-Y
y a) \M + NI

and
(25)

m(Batß,), m(Ca,ßJ) < (¿r

+ £-)* ( 1 - ¿r + £) '.

It is enough to obtain the desired estimate for m(Baßj)
quired for the other estimates is similar. Now

since the argument re-

B«,ßj CB= {y„, yn_¡_2 G ([oN/M]lN, ([(a + VyN/M]+ \)IN)
?„_„ y„-H3 e (W/M]/N, ([(ß + \yN/M] + i)/N)
yn-2.y„-Hl

£ (([aN/M] + 1)IN, [(a + l)N/M]/N),

((W/M] + 1)IN [(ß+ \)N/M]/N)}
and the set B is determined by conditions on a finite number of the N-ary digits and
these are independent. Thus

m(B)- (m{yn G ([oN/M]lN, ([(a + lyN/M]+ \)IN)})2
(m{y„ G ([ßN/M]lN, ([(ß + W/M] + l)/N)})2

(m{y„ £ (([aN/M] + \)/N, [(a + W/Af\IN),
(([ßN/M] + 1)IN, [(ß + l)N/M]IN)})>'

\M

N/

Y

M

N) '
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The estimates of Lemma 4 lead to the following theorem.

Theorem

2. Consider the stationary "multiply" scheme with x0, y0 independent

and uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Then
(26)

\m{z„_x<u,zn<v}-uv\<C]ij^

if0<u,

v < 1, with the constant C<3ifNis
Now
m{zn_x <u,

sufficiently large relative to M.

zn <u}

=( Z

+ Z WZ"-i = *"-/'< "' Z"= X"~k< v}

\|fc-7l=l

\k-j\>lj

and
m íz«-l

= xn-j <u<zn=

xn-k < v1

= m{zn_x = x„_f, zn = xn_k} m{zn_x <u,zn<

u\z„_x = *„_,, zn = xn_k}

(m(A [B) denotes the conditional measure of the set A given set B) and
(28)

m{zn_x <u,zn<

v\zn_x = xn_¡, zn = xn_k] = m {xn_f < u, x„_k < v}.

From (6) we know that \m{xn • < u, xn_k < v} - uv\ is less than l/N if \k -/|

= 1

and less than 1/A^2if |fc-/| > 1. Further (27) and (28) imply that

As a final remark we note that under the assumption of Theorem 2, the sequence
{z„} is ergodic and so
, n-l

- Y^ i[zf < u, zj+x < v] —> m{zx < u, z2 < v}
/=l

as « —*■°° for almost every x0, yQ.
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